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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Feeder transit services provide the ultimate first/last mile access for passengers, and their 

performance is intuitively dependent upon the street network design and its connectivity, as 

vehicles are potentially required to reach any point in the service area to serve the demand. The 

higher the network connectivity is, the faster and more efficiently vehicles are able to serve 

customers, and the better the feeder transit service can perform. Having information that is more 

informative and detailed regarding the relationship between the road network design (and its 

connectivity) and the expected transit performance would be very desirable for properly planning 

the development of residential areas with the goal of enhancing their transportation mobility. 

However, this correlation has yet to be scientifically investigated, and it is not trivially 

computed. The purpose of this study is to perform a quantification of it. 

Public transportation is in constant competition with private vehicles for providing 

mobility to the general public. Its well-known lesser convenience, flexibility, and connectivity 

are emphasized by the progressive increase of urban sprawl, making it harder and harder for 

public transportation to be attractive to customers. With state and local revenues declining due to 

the recession, public transit systems are in addition facing severe financial challenges. As 

America struggles to create jobs, rising fares and cuts in service drive people away from using 

public transit. Most modes of public transportation have in fact seen a decline in ridership during 

the last years [1]. 

The Department of Transportation recently identified the general lack of connectivity as 

one of the main challenges faced by public transit. Policies that encourage the desired reduction 

of vehicle miles traveled (VMT), reduction of greenhouse gases, and increase of livability 

depend on solutions to the issue of first/last mile access to transit and multimodal connectivity. 

Public transportation must continue to explore and evaluate innovative ways of providing safe, 

convenient, and efficient public transportation options to properly address the issue. One of the 

possible solutions to this problem is the planning, design, and implementation of efficient 

demand responsive door-to-door feeder transit services. 

A public transit service relies heavily on an efficient scheduling operation of its fleet. 

Scheduling operations usually need an idea of the route the bus or shuttle is going to follow, 

which in turn is dependent on the degree of connectivity the street system has. A large portion of 
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the trip performance for transit buses, whether flexible or fixed in nature, depends on their ability 

to move fast between two demand points on a link. Generally and intuitively, the shorter the 

distance, the faster the journey and the higher the performance. This is particularly true for 

demand responsive types of services, which might need to use a much larger portion of the 

network links due to the random nature of their routes. One-way street systems and turn bays at 

intersections restrict ease of movement of the bus/shuttle by lowering its speed in certain parts of 

the street network. Degree of congestion on a network link also plays a role in influencing the 

point-to-point travel time. Congestion, in turn, is dependent on varieties of factors, such as the 

presence of traffic control devices, parking provisions, incidents, maintenance activities, etc. All 

these factors affect travel time of a vehicle in the network system. A good connectivity would 

thus mean accessibility of points on the street network with minimum travel time. Therefore, it is 

obvious that a minimized travel time leads to an improved transit performance and ultimately 

complete customer satisfaction. 

In this study, we focus on demand responsive transit (DRT) services, which are mostly 

used for residential first/last mile operations. The feeder DRT service could be defined as one 

vehicle operating continuously during the day. The vehicle starts from the terminal every 

h minutes to serve customers door to terminal and terminal to door in a shared-ride fashion. 

Scheduling must be performed wisely in order to be able to come back to the terminal after 

h minutes of operations. To perform the scheduling operation, Dijkstra’s algorithm is employed 

to calculate the shortest paths between each pair of demand points; an insertion heuristic 

algorithm is adopted to calculate the actual schedule of the vehicle. A proper use of sparse matrix 

is employed to perform these computational tasks more efficiently. 

A good street network model is also judged by the effects it has on the performance of 

DRT systems, should future urban planners consider transit a necessary (if not mandatory) 

service as a part of the livability of communities. This research is a step toward studying the 

effects of denser and sparser street networks on DRT shuttle performance. Street connectivity 

studies are also useful in implementation of traffic plans that reduce vehicle miles traveled, and 

schemes that exist at the present time do not precisely link performance measures of a transit 

with respect to street network design. 

This study identifies and tests a new connectivity indicator that is simple to define, easy 

to compute, and able to properly capture the relationship between DRT performance and street 
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network connectivity. Further, this study also explores the methodology for identification of 

critical links in a network system from a DRT performance point of view with some closed-form 

results that will help planners and engineers decide on the most critical link without involving 

exhaustive computations or simulations. Critical links of a grid-based network are identified as 

those that when removed/closed would cause the largest drop in the DRT shuttle performance. 

Simulation experiments are performed to validate the critical link(s) determined analytically. 

Useful insights indicate a monotonic decrease in link criticality as we depart from the centrally 

located links to those located at boundaries. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Public transportation is in constant competition with private vehicles for providing 

mobility to the general public and has seen a decline in ridership during the last decades [1]. The 

U.S. Department of Transportation recently identified the general lack of connectivity as one of 

the main reasons for the decline. This lack is in addition to public transportation’s well-known 

lesser convenience and reduced flexibility, which is emphasized by the progressive increase of 

urban sprawl, making it harder and harder for public transit to be attractive to customers. Policies 

that encourage the desired reduction of vehicle miles traveled (VMT), reduction of greenhouse 

gases, and increase of “livability” depend on solutions to the issue of first/last mile access to 

transit and multimodal solutions. Thus, public transportation must continue to explore and 

evaluate innovative ways of providing safe, convenient, and efficient public transportation 

options to properly address the issue. 

The primary purpose of a street network system is to connect spatially separated places 

and provide movement from one place to another. The nature of these connections varies 

depending on the structure and design of the street network system, from being one to many, 

direct to indirect, or even divided among the kinds of connections to support different modes of 

travel. Qualitatively, these connections are expressed as the “connectivity” of the street network 

and influence the accessibility of potential destinations in a community. Connectivity has 

important implications, as its quality influences the efficiency of public transportation, travel 

choices, and emergency access and adds to the livability of a community.  

Feeder transit services provide the ultimate first/last mile access for passengers, and their 

performance is intuitively dependent upon the street network design and its connectivity, as 

vehicles are potentially required to reach any point in the service area to serve the demand. The 
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higher the network connectivity, the faster and more efficiently vehicles are able to serve 

customers and the better the feeder transit service can perform. Having information that is more 

informative and detailed regarding the relationship between the street network design (and its 

connectivity) and the expected transit performance would be very desirable for properly planning 

the development of residential areas with the goal of enhancing their transportation mobility. 

However, this correlation has yet to be scientifically investigated, and it is not trivially 

computed. Current connectivity measures are not sufficiently accurate or linked to transit 

performance, as will be shown later in this study.  

Transportation networks play a very important role in providing timely access for 

travelers in the form of connectivity between the origins and destinations. It is essential that 

every element of a transportation network function properly for an efficient movement of traffic. 

Every individual street link functions differently depending on its capability to facilitate smooth 

vehicular traffic flow. Traffic flow is often obstructed due to the presence of intersections and 

various other traffic-calming devices. However, over a given street network system, vehicular 

traffic as a whole can be coordinated to avoid congestion situations that eventually lead to 

concentrated traffic on one street link and completely absent vehicular traffic on others. This is 

easily achieved by uniformly distributing traffic over the street systems, resulting in good street 

connectivity that provides multiple driving options. However, in the real world, some links are 

always favored for traveling, simply because of a higher speed option that they have over other 

links. This eventually gives rise to an uneven distribution of traffic over the network and, as a 

result, often burdens certain links beyond their capacity. Sometimes, absence of an alternative 

route also forces traffic to pile up on these links, thereby making them more vital and critical 

than other links. This calls for keeping a close watch and scheduling maintenance activities on a 

regular basis on these links. Closure of these links due to incidents or heavy congestion could 
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impact the average vehicle performance on the street system in terms of greenhouse gas 

emissions and unwanted driving times or waiting times in traffic. Studying these links becomes 

even more essential when they lie on a major transit line such as a bus route, as its failure would 

affect a large number of commuters. Thus, it becomes important to understand the location of 

those links that could be critical for commuting.  

 Advance knowledge of the location of critical links in a network can be vital for assisting 

transit operators to re-route the path traversed by shuttles or buses appropriately so that minimal 

delay is caused to the riders when that critical link along its route fails. Transit buses that follow 

a flexible routing strategy during passenger pick-up/drop-off have more freedom in this regard 

than the transit buses that operate over a fixed route and fixed number of stops. In this light, thus, 

feeder demand responsive transit (DRT), which is completely flexible in its service, would 

benefit the most from having advance knowledge of critical links in a network it uses.  

Demand responsive transport or demand responsive transit is characterized by a flexible 

routing and scheduling of a bus/shuttle operating in shared-ride mode between pick-up and drop-

off locations according to passengers’ needs. In many areas, DRT is instead known as DART, or 

Dial-a-Ride Transit [2]. DRT systems provide a convenient public transport service in areas of 

low passenger demand. Usually, DRT schemes are fully or partially funded by the local transit 

authority in the form of socially necessary transport. At other times, DRT service is provided by 

private operators. As far as the operability of the DRT is concerned, the main aim of the 

operators is to ensure best service standards for the passengers. A prior knowledge of critical 

links can be of immense help to the DRT operators, who can easily re-route a bus’s traversed 

path to avoid a failed link in a network and yet cause minimal or no delay to passengers that it 

serves.  
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From the above discussions, it is easy to see that the performance indicators of the DRT 

services are dependent on the street network topology. A good street connectivity is important 

for both the travelers and the transit operators. Measures are needed to assess the robustness of 

this network connectivity in case of link failures due to a variety of plausible scenarios, such as 

planned maintenance, accidents, or emergency evacuations for terrorist attacks or flooding. 

However, quantifying the criticality of the links in a given network for transit performance is not 

trivial. The purpose of this study is to identify and test a new connectivity indicator (CI) that is 

simply defined, easily computable, and able to properly capture the relationship between DRT 

performance and street network connectivity. Further, this study also explores the methodology 

for identification of critical links in a network system from a DRT performance point of view 

with some closed-form results that will help planners and engineers decide on the most critical 

link without involving exhaustive computations or simulations. Critical links of a grid-based 

network are identified as those that when removed/closed would cause the largest drop in the 

DRT shuttle performance. Simulation experiments are performed to validate the critical links 

determined analytically.  
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Early 19th century street network systems in residential areas were characterized by a grid 

pattern considered to be suitable for pedestrian as well as vehicle movements. With a gradual 

increase in automobile use, these street patterns gave way to curvilinear street network systems. 

The images in Fig. 1 show the gradual evolution of street network systems [3]. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1: Evolution of street patterns. 

 

 
 

(a) Gridiron, early 18th century) 

 

(b) Fragmented Parallel, early 18th century) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

(c) Warped Parallel, early 19th century) 

 

 

  
 

 

(d) Loops and Lollipops, 1970 

  
 

 

 

(e) Cul-de-sacs, 1980
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By the 1980s, most of the planning aimed at separating the residential subdivisions from 

the vehicular road network through the introduction of cul-de-sac kinds of street patterns [3]. 

Cul-de-sacs or dead ends not only serve as a barrier to the pedestrian movements across the 

streets but also delay and obstruct vehicle navigation. As the need for better connectivity has 

lately grown among planners and engineers, particularly within residential areas, there is an 

increasing advocacy by city transport officials to revert to promoting the grid network kind of 

street structure back in place across the U.S. The State of Virginia, for example, has already 

outlawed cul-de-sac types of street system design [4]. 

There are a number of attempts from researchers and practitioners to identify a good way 

to properly measure street connectivity with connectivity indices or indicators. Block length, 

block size, and block densities are used as some of the ways to measure street connectivity ([5], 

[6], [7]). However, the requirements for the block length, size, or density are restricted to only 

pedestrian and bicycle connections. Planners extensively use a connectivity index, defined as the 

ratio of the number of links (usually defined as the segment between two nodes or intersections) 

to the number of intersections ([4],[8]), but the connectivity index defined using this ratio does 

not incorporate the link length information, which intuitively affects connectivity. It is also quite 

easy to visualize that with the same connectivity index definition above, two different streets 

could have the same connectivity index values depending on the way street link segments are 

counted [9]. 

Peponis et al. (2007, 2008) introduced the concepts of “reach” and “directional distance” 

as the measures of connectivity applicable to geographic information system (GIS)-based 

representations of street networks. However, this measure of connectivity lacks a closed-form 

expression for defining the connectivity index for any general network ([10], [11]). The Gamma 

index that exists in Kansky (1963) is particularly useful in quantifying connectivity for a 
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particular street network but does not include provisions for ridership demands or any passenger 

utility [12].  

Derrible and Kennedy (2009, 2010a, 2010b) studied the metro transit network system as 

graphs, and in some sense, there was a link between the connectivity and transit performance 

([13], [14], [15]). However, metro rails have fixed tracks that they follow as a travel constraint 

and, hence, do not bear very close resemblance to flexibility of other modes of transit (such as 

DRT), which use streets.  

A vehicle’s performance estimation with respect to a street network’s connectivity index 

is particularly important for designing mass transit systems, especially when there is a choice 

between two street networks. Since there is a considerable monetary investment that is involved 

in setting up a transit system for an unknown area, considering connectivity indices of the two 

street networks could help transportation planners in deciding on one of the street networks for 

best transit performance.  

It is generally difficult to identify a unique definition of performance of a transit system, 

as priorities differ among stakeholders. Several authors have used measures such as passenger 

cost, passengers per vehicle hour, vehicle miles per operator, cost per vehicle mile, cost per 

vehicle hour, ratio of cost to fare box revenue, and fleet fuel efficiency for the urban public 

transit ([16],[17],[18],[19]). However, all seem to agree that transit performance can generally be 

identified as a combination of operating costs and service quality. The service quality is 

expressed as passengers’ disutility: a weighted sum of expected waiting time, expected in-

vehicle travel time, and walking time for using the DRT service [20].  

Literature on single link failures exists where an increase in travel time or travel distance 

for the commuters has been considered as a vital component in the determination of critical links. 

Jenelius et al. (2006) derived several link importance indices and site exposure indices based on 
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the increase in generalized travel cost when links are closed [21]. The measures used were 

divided into two groups—the first one reflected an “equal opportunities perspective” and the 

second a “social efficiency perspective.” These measures were calculated for the road network of 

northern Sweden. Knoop et al. (2007) developed many indicators to determine vulnerable parts 

of a network [22]. These were determined without simulating the network flows with an incident 

on each of the links. Further, a list of indicators was proposed in the literature and comparisons 

were made. It was observed that different indicators ranked links differently.  

Taylor et al. (2006) performed a vulnerability analysis on road networks by considering 

the socioeconomic impacts of network degradation [23]. Several standard indices of accessibility 

were considered, which included a generalized travel cost, the Hansen integral accessibility 

index, and the Accessibility/Remoteness Index of Australia (ARIA) index used in Australia.  

However, the evaluation is not explicitly based on the impacts on vehicular performances 

for any given link’s failure. Often, a solvable approximation is needed for identifying the most 

vital arc or link in a network using some algorithmic approach. Ball and Golden (1989) used the 

most vital arcs problem (MVAP) to find a subset of arcs whose removal from the network 

resulted in the greatest increase in the shortest distance between two specified nodes [24]. Corley 

and Sha (1982) used algorithms to identify the most vital links (or nodes) in a weighted network 

whose removal from the network resulted in the greatest increase in shortest distance between 

two specified nodes [25]. From the street connectivity point of view, Taylor (1999a, 1999b) 

described the role and function of dense network models for application to network reliability 

([26, [27]). Liu and Frangapol (2005) studied network connectivity with respect to bridges and 

the bridge network expressed by the time-dependent reliability of connectivity between the 

origin and the destination locations [28]. 
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CHAPTER 3. STREET CONNECTIVITY FRAMEWORK 

 

We consider a residential area served by an on-demand bus service providing residents 

with transportation from/to their home to/from a major transit terminal (pick-up/drop-off 

customers). Passengers are able to book their rides by means of an Internet/phone service. One or 

more on-demand bus-stop nodes is assigned for each link of the road network. The length 

between two on-demand nodes is within the desired walking capacity of the passengers, which is 

usually 5 min of walk (or approximately 1200 ft) to a transit stop [29]. The distance between two 

on-demand nodes has to be much less than 1200 ft, as DRT shuttles serve passengers as close as 

possible to/from their location. Assigning on-demand bus-stop nodes helps both the bus 

operators and the passengers in serving at designated points along the cross-street link when 

there are multiple requests made for service at that link. The on-demand bus-stop nodes are not 

placed at the intersections. This is because mid-block bus stops are preferred for design, as they 

minimize sight-distance problems for the pedestrians and help create less pedestrian congestion 

at the passenger waiting areas [30]. Demand could arise anywhere within the service area 

following some spatial/temporal distributions and is assumed to be assigned to the closest stop 

(see Fig. 2). Passengers might be required to do some walking, but the overall service time is 

reduced when there are multiple requests made for service at that link. The shuttle departs from 

the terminal at pre-set intervals. Immediately before the beginning of each round trip, customers 

are scheduled by some algorithm and the route is constructed. 
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FIGURE 2: On-demand bus-stop nodes on cross-street links. 

 

3.1 CONNECTIVITY INDICATOR 

In this study, we revise and expand the definition of connectivity indicator found in Lam 

and Schuler (1982), which depends on a certain number of given travel times between demand 

points [31], as neither the street network geometry nor the passenger demand density is taken 

into account in computing the connectivity indicator.  

The new connectivity indicator introduced in this research will be defined so that it can 

be a good predictor of the on-demand transit performance, which is usually composed by a 

weighed combination of operator’s objective (lesser total distance traveled) and level of service 

(shorter waiting and in-vehicle riding times, assuming negligible walking time). Intuitively, all 

are dependent on how fast the shuttle is able to serve customers. 

More rigorously, in a given service cycle, a set of n on-demand nodes (starting at the 

terminal i = 0 and returning back at the terminal i = n + 1) is scheduled for service by some 

Demand Area Assigned to a Stop 

 Shortest Street-Based Distance 

Euclidean Distance 

Street 1 

Street 2 

Street 3 

Street 4 

One of the On-Demand 

Bus-Stop Nodes on 
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algorithm, and the total distance traveled is , 1
0

n

i i
i

D d +
=

= , where di,i+1 is the shortest path between 

any two consecutive stops i and i + 1. Thus, the expression for the cycle length or headway, C, 

can be represented as: 

D
C nt

v
 = + 
 

, (1) 

where t is the average service time spent at each stop, and v is the average velocity of the shuttle. 

If N is the total number of potential on-demand stops within the service area, 
1 1

N N

ij
i j

T d
= =

=  (j ≠ i) 

is the sum of all the shortest paths among all N nodes, and T/[N(N−1)] is the average shortest 

path, it can be easily seen that D is a fraction f of T (D = fT). 

For any general demand responsive transit system, the expected waiting time, E(Twt), and 

expected in-vehicle riding time, E(Trd), can be related to the headway using the following 

equations [19]: 

( ) (1 )
2wt

C
E T α= + , (2) 

where α is the proportion of passengers going from home to terminal (with (1 − α) as the 

proportion traveling from terminal to home), and 

( )
2rd

C
E T = . (3) 

Hence, using equations (1), (2), and (3): 

(1 )
( )

2wt

fT
E T nt

v

α+  = + 
 

, (4) 

1
( )

2rd

fT
E T nt

v
 = + 
 

. (5) 

Both are directly proportional to T. Hence, a desirable connectivity indicator of a given network 

should be proportional to T. 
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Since demand might be unevenly distributed among stops, some links are more likely to 

be used in a cycle and are therefore more critical than others for the overall transit performance. 

As an intuitive example, links connecting stops relatively far from the others but with little 

demand should not be considered as important as links connecting pairs of nodes with higher 

demand. Let λi be the demand per day or demand rate at i. We can assume that the likelihood for 

a pair of nodes i and j to be consecutive in a cycle (and the shortest path dij between them to be 

used) is proportional to the product of their demand rate λi and λj. We can therefore express the 

expected shortest path between any two nodes in a network as: 

, , {1, 2,..., },
j ij

ji

i i j
i j

d

i j N j i

λ
λ

λ λ

  
   ∀ ∈ ≠  

    


  

, (6) 

which is equal to the average shortest path T/[N(N−1)] (defined earlier) for demand equally 

distributed among nodes. Thus, a good CI taking into account demand spatial distribution should 

be related to (6). 

 

3.2 PERFECT CONNECTIVITY FOR STREET NETWORKS 

Most residential street patterns follow the grid form of street networks, as it is both 

pedestrian and vehicle friendly. Grid street patterns give plenty of route options for trips whether 

walking or using transit or private vehicle [32]. The maximum transit performance is reached, as 

this layout provides multiple route options. 

An example of a grid street pattern is shown in Fig. 3 using the town of Hempstead, a 

residential town 50 mi northwest of downtown Houston, Texas, and there are several such grid 

networks all around the cities and towns of the U.S. 
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FIGURE 3: A grid section of the street network system of the town of Hempstead, TX          

(Source: Google Earth). 

 

Consider a grid form of residential street pattern with each square-shaped unit of block 

size length s and spread infinitely across a very large area. Each potential passenger is located in 

a unit block area of s2, and the density of the demand is uniform as ρ = (1/s2). This assumption 

allocates every household demand a total of four potential bus stops for using the DRT service 

facility and, hence, would practically involve negligible passenger walking. We call this kind of 

street layout the perfect grid network system. This kind of street layout would naturally be 

preferred by the DRT passengers and also does away with setting up infrastructure for bus 

shelters. The desired connectivity needed for smooth DRT shuttle movement is also increased, as 

there are various route options to follow during trip scheduling.  

The DRT scheduling trip is based on an algorithmic output for point-to-point service that 

is considered to be the closest to an optimal tour. Computing an optimal tour for the scheduled 
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pick-up/drop-off for the passengers is a traveling salesman problem (TSP)-like problem, which is 

considered to be NP-hard. Scheduling operations for DRT have always been a challenge for 

researchers. They involve TSP-like scheduling at several stages. Quadrifoglio and Dessouky 

(2004, 2007) and Quadrifoglio et al. (2006, 2007, 2008) approached DRT through the study of 

mobility allowance shuttle transit (MAST) service as the means of flexible transit systems ([33]-

[37]). However, if we assume that the DRT shuttle picks a certain number of passengers during a 

given cycle length or the headway, the average closest distance between two random pick-

up/drop-off passengers would be close to the optimal tour. Using this average closest distance 

between mutual pick-up/drop-off demands would also give a more accurate average lowest 

shuttle travel distance than that obtained using any available scheduling algorithm. Hence, in the 

next section, we derive this average closest distance between two random points over the perfect 

grid network system. The sketch in Fig. 4 below depicts a structural framework of an infinitely 

large grid network system.  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4: A perfect street network system. 
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3.2.1 AVERAGE CLOSEST STREET-BASED DISTANCE 

We derive the expression for the average closest street-based distance between two 

uniformly distributed random demand points over an infinitely large perfect grid network. 

Consider an infinitely large street network system, as shown in Fig. 4 above. Uniformly and 

randomly scattered demand points follow a spatial Poisson distribution [38]. Assuming that the 

number of demand points AΩ within the area A is a Poisson random variable, its distribution is 

given by: 

{ } ( )
!

x

A
A

A
P x e

x
ρρ −Ω = =

,
                 (7) 

where x = 0, 1, 2, 3, and so on. 

For a zero demand to occur within the area A would imply x = 0, and the following 

expression is obtained: 

{ }0 A
AP e ρ−Ω = =            (8) 

The passengers are expected to walk to the closest on-demand bus stop to avail the DRT 

service. This also means that the DRT shuttle would prefer to pick up the next closest passenger 

at the on-demand bus stop. Thus, using simple geometry, at present, if the DRT shuttle is at 

node Z, which could also be the terminal itself (see Fig. 5), the occurrence of a request for 

service within an assigned area An decides how far the nth closest on-demand point is located on 

the grid street system. For example, the first closest demand point from Z will be located at a 

street-based distance of s if there is a request for service within the demand area of A1, as shown 

in Fig. 5. The second closest distance from the node Z is 2s when a request pops up in the next 

demand area of A2, and so on. The area is analyzed for a quarter section, as computation is easy.  
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 FIGURE 5: Locating the closest on-demand node from a known node Z. 

 

Observing the geometry of each of the quarter sections in Fig. 5 above, the following 

expressions hold: 

2 2

1

3

2 8

s s
A = + ;

( )2 2 2

2

2 3

2 8 2

s s s
A = + + ; or, in general, for the nth demand area,

( )
2 2

21 3
( 1)

2 8 2n

s s
A ns n= + + −           (9) 
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Thus, the expected closest distance between two random demands [ ]E D can be written as (using 

[8]): 

{ }
2 2 2 23 1

2 ( 1) 2
4 4 4

1 1 1 1

[ ] ( ) 0 ( ) ( ) ( )n
s n n s n n

A
A

n n n n

E D ns P s n e s n e s n e
ρ ρ

ρ
   ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞− + − + − + −   −    

= = = =

= Ω = = = =     

( )
2

2
2

1
2

2

1

s n
s

n

se ne
ρ

ρ
 ∞ − + 
 

=

=            (10) 

With ( )2 1sρ ≥ , the variable n is small compared to the exponential terms with second power of 

n (where n ≥ 1), and the expression for E[D] is controlled primarily by the behavior of the 

exponential term. Hence, E[D] can be written as: 

( ) ( )
2

2 2 2 2

2

2
2

4
1 1

1
[ ]

n

s s n s

s
n n

E D se e se
e

ρ ρ ρ
ρ

∞ ∞
−

= =

 ≈ =  
 

        (11) 

Using the simplified expression for discrete normal distribution summation from [38] that 

satisfies the condition of ( )24

1
0,1

se ρ

 ∈ 
 

, the expression for E[D]can be written as: 

( ) ( )
2

2 2

2 2 2

2

2
2

24
1 1

1 1
[ ] 1 2 1

2 2

n n

s s s

s
n n

E D se se e
se

π
ρ ρ ρ

ρ

π
ρ

∞ −

= ≥

        ≈ = + −           
     (12)  

Ignoring the summation terms, since

2 2

22

1

2 1
n

s

n

e
π

ρ
−

≥

 
  <<
 
 
  , E[D can be further simplified as: 

2

2[ ] 1
2 2

sse
E D

s

ρ π
ρ

  
≈ −     

         (13) 

Further, we can simplify the expression in (13) using 
2

1

s
ρ  =  

 
 as: 

 [ ] 1 0.34
2 2

se
E D s

π  
≈ − ≈     

         (14) 
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Thus, a perfect street network connectivity is not only defined by an ideal grid street 

system (as shown in Fig. 5) with each house enclosed by four street links and having four on-

demand bus stops but also with the DRT shuttle using the average closest distance to visit the 

next closest pick-up/drop-off passenger demand location. The expression in (14) can be fixed by 

assigning appropriate value of the block size length s depending on the maximum passenger 

walking distance to reach an on-demand bus stop. Thus, for a given value of s, the expression in 

(14) forms the value of the “perfect connectivity,” which takes into account the ideal street 

network configuration and a nearly optimal performance of the DRT shuttle for the most 

desirable service output.     

Thus, in order to have the proposed CI directly (not inversely) proportional to transit 

performance and to cause an ideal CI identifying a perfect connectivity to be equal to 1 (as most 

indicators are defined), we finally define it as follows: 

Connectivity Indicator = 0.34

j ij
ji

i i j
i j

s

dλ
λ

λ λ

  
  
  

    


  

,  (15) 

where , {1,2,..., },ij jid d i j N j i= ∀ ∈ ≠ . 

This definition ensures that perfectly connected networks having ideal perfect connectivity 

would have a CI = 1. Any real network with the shortest paths calculated over the actual 

available links would have CI ≤ 1. 

The proposed CI is very easy to calculate for any street network system and should be a 

very good predictor of the on-demand transit performance; intuitively, the higher CI, the better 

the transit performance. 
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CHAPTER 4. STREET NETWORK MODELING 

 

A uniform grid street network system with a square-shaped block size is selected for this 

research. This street network is ideal to analyze, as several other forms of street networks, such 

as rectangular, cul-de-sacs, etc., can be constructed by eliminating or adding new links to this 

uniform grid street network system. Each of the links is identified using different sets of on-

demand nodes N(X,Y), as is shown for one of the horizontal links in Fig. 6 (using solid circles in 

the “old” network while using empty circles to mark other links as nodes). These nodes are such 

that they represent the pick-up/drop-off points for the passengers in a random demand 

distribution setting. Mid-block stop locations also help in unnecessary interference with the 

upstream intersection [39]. Thus, the assigned vehicle in its course of its tour might or might not 

visit an on-demand node as decided by an appropriate scheduling procedure. This approach helps 

both the shuttle in not having to stop at too close a distance between two random pick-up/drop-

off points as well as giving a designated stop for passengers. Hence, the block size s is such that 

it is within the desired walking capacity of the passengers to a transit stop [29]. The “new” 

network is formed by eliminating one of the horizontal links designated as N(X,Y) of the old 

network. The notation N(X,Y) is such that it is located at a horizontal distance of (X − 0.5)s and a 

vertical distance of (Y − 0.5)s from the origin (0,0), where s stands for the block length of the 

network. Thus, we say, X � {1, 2,…, q = (L/s)} and  Y � {1,2,…, m = (W/s)}, where, L and W 

are the length and width of the networks.  
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FIGURE 6: Removal of a link to create a new network from an old network. 

 

The demand distribution is assumed to be uniform over the street network area. Thus, 

each on-demand node has equal probability of being selected for the service location. The choice 

of the grid network shown above falls in line with many of the existing real street networks 

within the urban and rural areas of the United States, such as that of Hempstead, Texas, as shown 

in Fig. 7. The choice of this network is also ideal, as there is a future proposal to build a 

commuter rail line connecting Hempstead to Houston, Texas [40].  

 

 

FIGURE 7: Grid street system of Hempstead, TX (Source: Google Maps).  
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For a given DRT system, if a set of n on-demand nodes (starting at the terminal i = 0 and 

returning at the terminal i = n + 1) is scheduled for service by some algorithm, the total distance 

traveled is , 1
0

n

i i
i

D d +
=

= , where di,i+1 is the shortest path between any two consecutive stops i and 

i + 1. If N is total number of potential on-demand stops within the service area, 
1 1

N N

ij
i j

T d
= =

= (j ≠ i) 

is the sum of all the street-based shortest paths among all N nodes, and T/[N(N − 1)] is the 

average shortest path, it can be easily seen that D is a fraction f of T (D = fT). Thus, the 

performance of the DRT shuttle is proportional to T, and the link that would have the largest 

change in the T due to its removal/closure would be counted as the most critical link in the 

network. We analyze the change in T using single link removal from the network and then 

generalize our findings for any given number of link removals. There are two ways in which a 

link can be removed under this case—a link placed horizontally can be removed or a link placed 

vertically can be removed. Now, consider that a node labeled as N(X,Y) is removed from the 

network. The decrease in T consisting of all street-based shortest path distances from node N(X,Y) 

(say S(X,Y)) to all other nodes in the network can be written as (see Appendix for derivation):  

2 2

( , )
2 2

( )( 1)
( 2)( 1) ( )( 1) (3 2)

2
( 1) (3 1) (3 3 5)

( 2)( 1) ( )( ) ( 2)
2 2 2

X Y

q X q X
q m Y m q X m

S s
X X Y Y m Y

q Y m X m Y

− − + + − + + − + + + + 
 =

− − − +  + + − + + − + − +    

 (16) 

The increase in T (say R(X,Y)) is:  

( )2
( , )  4 4 4 4 2 1X YR qX X X q s= − + − −        (17) 

A detailed derivation for the expression for (16) and (17) is shown in the Appendix. 

Thus, the net increase in T, (∆d), can be written as: 
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( )

( )

2

2 2

d ( , ) ( , ) 2 2

       4 4 4 4 2 1

2( 2)( 1) 2( )( 1) 2(3 2)
2

( )( 1) 2( 2)( 1) 2( )( ) ( 1)

(3 1) (3 3 5)( 2)

X Y X Y

qX X X q s

q m Y s m q X s m s
R S

q X q X s q Y s m X s X Xs

Y Y s m Y m Y s

 − + − −
 
  + − + + − + + + Δ = − =   
− + − − + + + − + + −  
  − − + − + − +   

(18) 

The multiplier term 2 in equation (18) is the back and forth distance, which is to be 

counted twice between the removed node and any other node.  

For a given constant Y, the derivative of dΔ with respect to X gives: 

( )

16 32 16 4( )( 1)

( 1) ( ) 4 ( 1)

18 4 4 18 36 8

d
qs Xs s m q X s

q X s q X s msX Xs X sX

q mq m X mX s

− + + − + ∂Δ =  + − + + − − − − −∂  
= + + + − −

    (19) 

d

X

∂Δ
∂

= 0 when X = 
1

2

q + 
 
 

 and   

2

2
8 36d m

X

∂ Δ = − −
∂

 < 0.  

Thus, for a given row (i.e., Y) dΔ attains a maximum for X = 
1

2

q + 
 
 

. The above result also 

holds for an odd q, since X = 
1

2

q + 
 
 

is a non-negative integer for any odd number q. For an even 

number q, we carry out the analysis in a slightly different manner. For a continuous discrete 

variable X, the expression for dΔ  is a discrete convex function and has a maximum at 

X = 
1

2

q + 
 
 

. Thus, dΔ would attain a maximum for an even q at X = 
2

q 
 
 

or X = 1
2

q + 
 

, or 

both. We observe that for both X = 
2

q 
 
 

and X = 1
2

q + 
 

, we obtain equal expressions of dΔ as:  
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( )

( )

2
2

2 2 2

2

2

4 1 2
2

( )

2 2 2
2 2 2

7
2 2 4 ( )

2

d

q
q s m s

f Y
q q q

m mq m s

q
mq mq m s f Y

  − −  
  Δ = +        − − + + −               

 
= − − − − + 
 
      (20) 

Further, if we fix X as constant and find the derivative of dΔ  with respect to Y for 

equation (20), dΔ  attains a maximum at 1
2

m
Y

 = + 
 

 and
2

m
Y

 =  
 

for even m and at  

1
2

m
Y

 = + 
 

for odd m. This result follows from the symmetry of the street network structure 

along with the positions of the on-demand nodes. For example, the solid bars (not to scale) in 

Fig. 8 represent an approximate magnitude of the variation of dΔ from ,maxdΔ to ,mindΔ for 

individual link closure along the cross-section of the network for an odd q and odd m.  

For a given row in the network system of Fig. 1 (i.e., given Y), dΔ attains a maximum for 

X = 
1

2

q + 
 
 

 and for an odd q. For an even number q, dΔ would attain a maximum both for 

X = 
2

q 
 
 

and X = 1
2

q + 
 

. Further, if we fix X as constant, dΔ  attains a maximum at

1
2

m
Y  = + 

 
 and 

2

m
Y  =  

 
 for even m and at 

1

2

m
Y

+ =  
 

for odd m. This result also follows 

from the symmetry of the street network structure. As an illustration, the solid bars (not to scale) 

in Fig. 8 represent an approximate magnitude of the variation of dΔ from ,maxdΔ to ,mindΔ for 

individual link closure along the cross-section of the network for an odd q and odd m.  
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FIGURE 8: Variation of ∆d along the cross-section of the street network. 

 

Also, in situations when two or more combinations of links are simultaneously eliminated 

from the old network of Fig. 6, the resulting reduction in vehicular performance will be 

maximum when most of the central links are removed. However, we leave this discussion as our 

future research area.  
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CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 

 

5.1 TESTING NEW CONNECTIVITY INDICATOR 

 The aim of the simulation is to demonstrate the robustness and the applicability of the 

proposed connectivity indicator (in equation (20)) for some reasonably assumed data sets and 

parameters. Different sets of connectivity indicator values are obtained for different street system 

configurations, and the DRT disutility values are noted. This is performed using programming in 

MATLAB R2010b. The street networks from different parts of Palm City, Florida, and 

Hempstead, Texas, as shown in Fig. 3, are used as an example for simulation. The demand 

density is assumed to be η = 200 passengers/day (in a 10-hr operation period), which  the system 

can supposedly easily handle, as shown in the work of Chandra et al. (2011) with a similar 

service-area size. Other parameters considered in the simulation are outlined in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Simulation Inputs for Connectivity Indicator 
Parameter             Input Numerical Values* 

L*                          2050 ft 

W*                         1750 ft 

s*                           350 ft 

V                           20 mi per hour (i.e., the average speed in a residential area) 

Fleet size              1 

Shuttle capacity    infinite (or sufficient) to accommodate all passengers within a given cycle 

Dwell time            30 sec (at the depot as well as at the pick-up/drop-off location) 

Headway**            minimum of 8 min and maximum of 30 min at an interval of 1 min 

*These are approximate values obtained using Google Earth. All street networks used are 

enclosed within this rectangular dimension. 

**The minimum and maximum is such that optimal (or minimum) disutility is obtained within 

the range of headways used. 
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A very general disutility function (U) can be defined as: 

U (hr/passenger) = q1wt + q2wr + q3wk        (21) 

where q1, q2, and q3 are the weights for each of the performance components. These weights are 

difficult to determine; however, the more widely used and recommended values of q1 = 1.8 and 

q2 = 1 are used [41]. The contribution to disutility function due to average walking time of the 

passengers is not taken into account. This is mainly because DRT systems are designed to ensure 

negligible walking time of the passenger to a known stop. Thus, q3 = 0. Other external factors, 

such as the bus-stop facility, shuttle comforts, etc., are not taken into account in computing the 

disutility function. As we are modeling a DRT system, the in-vehicle travel time or waiting time 

for the shuttle is small; thus, it would be reasonable to ignore factors accounting for the bus-stop 

or shuttle facility.  

 

5.1.1 SIMULATION INPUT—PASSENGER REQUEST TIMES 

The general work-trip data are obtained from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics 

webpage (BTS [2009]) for U.S. commuters, and they are primarily used as an input for 

generating passengers’ random request times in the simulation [42]. The curves in Fig. 8 show 

the simplified form of the work-trip data as cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). The chart 

in Fig. 9 consists of two CDFs—the actual and the assumed density. The actual CDF (a 

polynomial of higher degree and, hence, difficult to invert) is the compilation of the raw data 

obtained from the BTS. The assumed CDF corresponds to the simply linearly varying version of 

the actual CDF.  
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FIGURE 9: Cumulative density function for U.S. work trips for departure and arrival           

(arrival starts at 2 p.m.). 

 

The piecewise linear CDF of the assumed density closely follows the actual existing 

distribution and is quite easy to invert for the random real number generated between 0 and 1. 

Each inverted random number (with respect to the linear assumed CDF) generates random 

request times of the passengers for a day. It is clearly observed (using either the actual or 

assumed CDF curves) that the majority of the departure times of commuters from their homes 

start around 6 a.m. and the arrival times to their homes start around 2 p.m. The service request 

times consist of either pick-up or drop-off requests by the passengers, and the prospective 

passengers book a reservation either on the Internet or by a phone call. 

Some of the other inputs for the simulation model consist of: 

• Distribution pattern of request time within each headway interval: uniformly random. 
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• Shuttle operational service timings: 6:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. (pick up) and 2:30 p.m. to 

8:30 p.m. (drop off).  

• Total service operation time: 10 hr.  

The service shuttle is assigned for pick up/drop off starting from the terminal to the 

passenger demand nodes. The service requests are accepted either by phone or on the Internet 

between 6:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. The bus will stop at each node just once and in a manner to 

cover all the required nodes obtained using scheduling algorithms on its way back to the 

terminal. This is a TSP problem with the additional time constraint that the vehicle needs to be 

back at the terminal at the end of every given headway (or cycle length). The shortest street-

based path between any two nodes is computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm:  

• Number of replications: 20. 

• Trip scheduling algorithm: insertion heuristics. 

Insertion heuristics evaluates and computes a sequence of the order of the requests for 

using the bus service for a given headway. The simulation model needs to define the bus 

headway beforehand to schedule the pick up or drop off. The output is the weighted sum of the 

expected waiting time and the expected in-vehicle riding time of the passengers, as represented 

before in the disutility evaluation using equation (21). 

 

5.1.2 STREET NETWORK SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A total of 10 different real street networks are used for this simulation exercise. Five of 

the first 10 street networks are the random subsets of the original connected streets of Fig. 3 of 

Hempstead. The assumption is that the transit agency could choose to serve just a selected 

number of streets within the original networks for DRT operations. The remaining five other 

streets are also some of the existing streets of different form and size from Palm City, Florida, 
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and the adjoining areas. These are shown in Fig. 10. As this study focuses only on the network 

connectivity, the choice of the location of terminal (shown using a solid box) is such that it does 

not greatly impact the transit performance. Thus, the terminals are placed as close as possible to 

the networks and yet are located on the middle of the leftmost periphery so that they can be 

treated as transfer points.  

Each of the links of the real residential grid streets is represented using virtual solid dots 

that denote on-demand bus-stop nodes (as shown in Fig. 10). Node-to-node distance for all the 

networks used is approximately fixed at s = 350 ft, which is also the value for the block length of 

the grids of the streets from Hempstead, as was found using the Google Earth application. 

Maintaining equal node-to-node distance ensures that the passengers have a uniform choice of 

selecting a node for a pick-up/drop-off point once they walk onto the closest street. Though this 

node-to-node distance was fixed for the five street patterns from Hempstead, the distribution and 

location of nodes on the remaining five forms of streets are approximate. We selected this extent 

and size of networks for simulation, as it would have been computationally expensive to study 

DRT performance for an extremely large network. 

Each of the sets of street systems shown in Fig. 10 is bounded by a dotted rectangle of a 

fixed L and W of values from Table 1 to accommodate demands from the residential houses 

located within a fixed boundary. Depending on the connectivity information of different 

networks within a fixed area, the transit operators can choose the best network for DRT 

operation. The passenger demands are assigned to the rectilinearly closest on-demand node. If 

we assume that the demand density is uniform over a given area, the demand that each node gets 

is proportional to the area that is closer to it than the other nodes. Thus, each node will have a 

different demand for the same uniform demand density over the street systems of Fig. 6. 
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FIGURE 10: Examples of existing street patterns. 
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The four forms of street networks (2) and (3), though created from the residential streets 

(1) of Hempstead, represent street systems that are very likely to exist in reality. These street 

networks are usually seen in areas where there is a presence of a hill or a water body (such as a 

lake) around the central region of the network system. Sometimes the forest cover or the lake is 

created by the developers to maintain the aesthetic value or for increased livability conditions in 

a residential area. The elongated street systems like those of (4) and (5) can be seen in plenty of 

areas like Palm City, Florida [32]. The node-to-node distance among all networks of Fig. 10 is 

approximately 350 ft to maintain a uniformity of choice for passengers to choose their pick-

up/drop-off node once they are on a street.  

 

5.1.3 NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF CONNECTIVITY INDICES/INDICATORS 

The new connectivity index values for networks (1) to (5) are calculated using the 

expression in equation (15). Planners can vary the value of s depending on the residential floor 

size standards needed for different residential towns and cities. We use an approximate value of 

s = 400 ft based on a minimum block length requirement that forms within a walkable distance 

[5]. Besides the proposed one, the numerical values of two other widely acknowledged forms of 

indicators of connectivity—the first used in transportation planning and the second used in graph 

theory (Kansky, 1963), known as the Gamma index—are also computed for the five networks. 

The values are shown in Table 2. For a common scale comparison of performance/disutility 

variations among the three different connectivity indicators/indices, the revised connectivity 

values are used for the planning and the Gamma index (illustrated through plots in the later 

sections). The connectivity values (obtained in their revised forms) are scaled with respect to the 

new CI value of equation (15) obtained for network (5).  
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Table 2: Connectivity Index/Indicator Evaluated for the Five Networks 

Network 
Number 

Connectivity Indicators 

Proposed 
Connectivity   

Index 

Transportation Planning 
Connectivity Index 

 

Gamma Index 

 

Calculated Calculated Revised/Scaled Calculated Revised/
Scaled 

1 0.1069 0.3932 0.0456 1.1500 0.4363 

2 0.1013 0.3465 0.0402 1.0128 0.3842 

3 0.0724 0.3203 0.0371 0.9245 0.3507 

4 0.0413 1.0000 0.1159 0.3209 0.1217 

5 0.1160 1.0000 0.1159 0.3055 0.1159 

6 0.0832 0.3392 0.0393 0.9831 0.3730 

7 0.0922 1.0000 0.1159 0.3333 0.1265 

8 0.1047 1.0370 0.1202 0.3457 0.1311 

9 0.0622 1.1228 0.1301 0.4961 0.1882 

10 0.1035 1.1552 0.1339 0.3851 0.1461 

 

The graph theory measure of connectivity for planar graphs, known as the Gamma index, 

is expressed as
3( 1)

e

ν
 
 − 

, where ν  is the number of vertices present in the network and e is the 

number of edges connecting the vertices. A vertex is formed due to an intersection of two or 

more edges in the network. The end point of a free edge, such as that of a cul-de-sac or a dead 

end, is automatically counted as a vertex. This is the procedure used in calculating the Gamma 

index, as shown in Table 2. Thus, going by the definition of Gamma index, the higher the 

Gamma index, the greater connected the network, and vice-versa. As discussed earlier, the 

connectivity index in transportation planning is measured as the ratio of the total number of links 

to the total number of intersections in the network (for further reading, refer to Street 

Connectivity—Zoning and Subdivision Model Ordinance (2009), [43]). For this connectivity 
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measure used in planning, the higher the connectivity index value, the greater the connectivity of 

the network.  

 

5.1.4 CONNECTIVITY INDICATOR—SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 The disutility values (U) are computed by simulating a DRT shuttle service for the 

networks of Fig. 10. It is observed (though not presented in this study) that in all the plots of the 

disutility value output obtained using simulation for varying headways, a typical convex curve is 

obtained with a well-defined minimum disutility for a unique headway. Thus, only the optimal 

(minimum) disutility values are reported, as it is expected that the transit agencies would prefer 

to achieve this minimum disutility during the operations of the DRT shuttle. The final simulation 

output is shown in Table 3 for different daily passenger demands of η = 200.  

 

Table 3: Disutility Output Values for Different Networks 

 

Network Number Disutility (U) Standard Deviation 

1 0.570 0.053 

2 0.580 0.054 

3 0.638 0.085 

4 0.925 0.057 

5 0.546 0.033 

6 0.633 0.049 

7 0.587 0.064 

8 0.575 0.039 

9 0.775 0.050 

10 0.580 0.049 
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Fig. 11 shows how each of the connectivity indicator values (from Table 2) compares 

with the optimal/minimum disutility values for a daily passenger demand of η = 200. The 

revised/scaled connectivity values (from Table 2) are used both for the transportation planning 

and the Gamma index, as shown below. The numbers on the Gamma index curve denote the 

network number. 

 

 

FIGURE 11: Variation of U versus different connectivity indictor values. 

 

It is quite likely that the better or higher the connectivity is, the easier the vehicles will be 

able to navigate through the street networks, resulting in an increased ability of vehicles to reach 

their destination on time. However, it can be deduced from Fig. 11 that as the connectivity index 

from transportation planning and the Gamma index increase along the horizontal x-axis, the 
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disutility does not show a predictable or an intuitive variation. The Gamma index does better 

than the planning connectivity index in validating a general increasing trend in disutility for 

networks (6), (3), (9), and (4) as the connectivity decreases. However, the relationship between 

the performance of other networks and their Gamma index is extremely erratic. This clearly 

shows that performance cannot be very well related if the measure of connectivity from the 

graph theory concepts or from the transportation planners is used. 

On the other hand, Fig. 11 shows that our proposed connectivity indicator does pretty 

well in expressing the decrease in disutility with a monotonic increase in the networks’ 

connectivity. Thus, as per the definition of disutility, an increase in the values of our proposed 

connectivity indicator results in a decrease in the weighted sum of the expected waiting time and 

the expected riding times of the passengers. This predictable information would be quite useful 

for the transit agencies to assess a transit system’s performance for a given network before it is 

even set up or put into operation.  

Network (6) is further analyzed for performance with four different sets of demand 

distributions. These demand distributions are distributed differently for the on-demand nodes 

depending on their location. The image in Fig. 12 shows four different street systems, identified 

as (A), (B), (C), and (D), that connect their respective on-demand nodes. 
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FIGURE 12: Different street systems within network (6). 

 

  The demand distribution varies with having the majority of the demands on one of the 

street systems to fewer demands on the rest in a sequential manner. Thus, while one street system 

has a very high demand, fewer demands exist at the other three street systems. These are 

identified as four different cases, from 1 to 4, where case 1 corresponds to a very high demand 

concentrated at the on-demand nodes of street system A, case 2 for street system B, and so on. 

A 
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D 
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The simulation results for these cases are represented in Fig. 13 for different daily passenger 

demands of η = 200. 

 

 

FIGURE 13: Disutility versus connectivity index variation for different demand distributions. 

 

It is observed that different demand distributions within a given network of (6) cause a 

change in the connectivity indicator values. An increase caused in the proposed connectivity 

indicator by changing the spatial demand distribution does not change the trend of the fall in 

disutility. This further validates the versatility and applicability of the proposed connectivity 

indicator for DRT planning and designing over a given street network system. 
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5.2 SIMULATION TESTING FOR CRITICAL LINKS 

We present some simulation results that validate the determination of critical links as 

shown above. A finite-size grid street network with identical blocks to the old network of Fig. 6 

is selected, with some random links being removed in a sequence (1-2-3-4-5) each time (see 

Fig. 14). Hence, five different networks (in each a link missing) are used in the simulation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 14: Sequential link closures/removals 1-2-3-4-5 to create five different sets of street 

networks.  

 

A hypothetical DRT service that runs for a variable headway of 7.5 min to 21.5 min 

(assumed), serving a daily passenger demand of 300 (assumed) within a rectangular area of 

L = 1250 ft, W = 1000 ft, and s = 250 ft (block size for Hempstead street network) is put in 

operation in all the five different grid networks (see Fig. 4). The DRT operational times are fixed 

from 6:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., and the passengers make random service requests generated from 
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typical travel demand hours of U.S. commuters, as shown in Fig. 8 earlier. Since the actual 

density (which is derived from real travel time data) is difficult to invert for generating passenger 

request times, the assumed density in its linearized form is used.  

The requests for service usage are accepted between 6 a.m. through 8:30 p.m. by phone 

or Internet. These requests are randomly assigned as pick-up or drop-off requests. The spatially 

random service requests (within a given headway) are distributed uniformly over the on-demand 

nodes. These requests for service are either pick-up or drop-off with a fixed DRT terminal. The 

order of pick-up/drop-off of passengers, within each of the headways, is carried out using 

insertion heuristic [36]. The street-based shortest path distance between two nodes is computed 

using Dijkstra’s algorithm coded in MATLAB R2010b [44].  

The DRT performance can generally be identified as a combination of operating costs 

and service quality. The service quality is expressed as passengers’ disutility: a weighted sum of 

expected waiting time and expected in-vehicle travel time (in the ratio of 1:1.8) typically used 

for any DRT service [41]. The performance values are obtained from an average of 10 numbers 

of replications for each of the five networks for different links removed and are shown in Fig. 15. 
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FIGURE 15: Performance effects on DRT for the sequential link closures/removals. 

 

Fig. 15 shows that the removal of link 3 results in an increase in the average waiting and 

riding time of the passengers the most. Link 1 and link 2 case removal conditions show a very 

close resemblance in performance with link 4 and link 5 case removals, respectively, while for a 

“no link removal/closure” condition, the performance of the transit shuttle is the best. Thus, 

simulation results validate our analytical modeling of the critical link’s identification when q (or 

m) is odd.  
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this report, we provide general insights on the relationship between the street network 

system connectivity and the transit system performance, especially DRT. Two major 

connectivity measurement tools that have been developed in the past are discussed along with the 

drawbacks for each. An absence of a proper connectivity measuring technique for a simplified 

grid network system motivated us to propose a connectivity index definition that is easy to use 

and apply for a general grid system kind of street pattern with several cul-de-sacs. The most 

important contribution of this study is to fulfill the need for a better understanding of the role 

street connectivity plays in a transit system’s performance, which has been aptly justified with 

the simulation results. As the steady outlawing of cul-de-sac street patterns continues in most 

cities of the U.S., the proposed connectivity definition can be quite handy for city planners and 

engineers in the future.  

This study presents an analytical model to assess link criticality important for a desirable 

vehicular or transit shuttle performance. The contribution of this work is the closed-form 

equation that identifies the critical links for any grid network size and thus allows for the 

avoidance of exhaustive computations or approximations. It is found that for a grid street 

network system, the links located at the interior of the network are more critical than those 

located at the periphery, and this is validated through sets of simulation experiments. Though this 

work mainly focuses on studying a grid network system, a large form of other network 

structures, such as cul-de-sacs, rectangular patterns, etc., can be analyzed with a similar logic as 

that presented in this study. This will be the future research focus for the authors.  

Future research will focus on analyzing other performance parameters such as the 

average waiting time and the average riding time that influence multimodal ridership. The 
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routing strategy of feeder buses in each of the service zones with street networks can be decided 

or assumed appropriately to derive analytical expressions for the performance. Further, 

simulations can be performed to validate the derivations.  
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APPENDIX 
 

Let us define a “target” node to which we compute the sum of total distances from all on-

demand nodes. This target node (shown as a solid circle; empty circles are on-demand nodes or 

just nodes) is located at the lower horizontal line of the bottom corner grid of the street network 

system, as shown in Fig. 16.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 16: Sketch depicting the target node in the street network system. 

 

In the above figure, we have a total of (2m + 1) series of nodes that are distributed 

horizontally and (2q + 1) series of nodes distributed vertically. Let T(2m+1-2k)   denote the sum of 

distances from the target node to a series of unnumbered horizontal nodes just above a numbered 

horizontal series k (k � {0,1,2,…,m}), with the last sum being T(2m+1) for k = 0. Also, let T(2m+2-2p)   

stand for the sum of distances to the target node from numbered horizontal nodes 
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p (p � {1,2,…,m}), with the last sum being T(2m) for p = 1. Thus, in terms of constant m, we 

have: 

 

1
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.  

Thus, summation of all the above terms in Ti with i = {1, 2,…, 2m + 1} would give us the 

sum of all distances from all the nodes of the street network system to the target node. It can be 

easily computed using some rearrangement of terms as an arithmetic progression series:

2 1
2 2 2

2 1 2 2 2 2
0 1 1

3 ( 1)
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2 2

m m m

m k m p i
k p i

ms q q s
T T T qm s m s mq s

+

+ − + −
= = =

−+ = = + + + +      (23) 

 Using the above result for the sum of the distances from all nodes of the network to the 

target node, we can derive an expression for any general on-demand node to all other on-demand 

nodes. First, we notice that we can treat any intermediate node in the network system as a 

“shifted target node” with the total area divided into four regions, such as A, B, C, and D, as 

shown in Fig. 17. 
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FIGURE 17:  Split regions to create target node for any intermediate node. 

 

The shifted target node lies such that there is an overlapping area of A, B, C, and D that 

needs to be accounted for (see Fig. 17 above). Thus, the sum of distances from all the nodes of 

each of the respective four regions (say S(X,Y)) to this target node is derived and written in final 

form as:  
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 Then, the sketch in Fig. 18 is used to derive the expression for R(X,Y). 
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FIGURE 18: Enclosed nodes for computing R(X,Y). 

 

Each of the bottom and uppermost nodes aligned horizontally in region A is at an 

increased distance of 2s with the nodes in region B after the link removal. Thus, there is an 

overall increase of total distance of 2X {(2s) (q−X) + s}. For the middle layer of nodes, we have 

a total increase of s, 2s, and s with the top, middle, and bottom horizontally aligned nodes of 

region B, respectively. Thus, there is an overall increase of total distance of (X − 1){(s + s)(q – X 

+ 1) + 2s(q − X)} for the middle horizontally aligned nodes of A. Similarly, we find the total 

increase in distance of nodes of region B. Using the above discussion, R(X,Y) can be written as: 
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